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Phase Improvement

• Experimental phases (and those from molecular replacement) 
typically contain errors

• The experimental phases can be improved by the application of 
real space constraints 

• The phases are modified to produce a map most consistent 
with what we know about macromolecular structures:

• Solvent density distribution (Solvent flattening)

• Atomicity and positivity (Sayre’s equation)

• Macromolecular density distributions (histogram matching)

• Similarity between molecules (NCS averaging)



The Basics

• Method to identify solvent versus macromolecular 
density in map

• Methods to determine relationships between 
different regions of the asymmetric unit

• Method to combine phase probability distributions 
(e.g. experimental phases with calculated phases)

Solvent flattening: Wang, B.-C. (1985). Methods Enzymol. 115, 90-112

NCS Averaging: Bricogne, G. (1974). Acta Cryst. A30, 395-405.

DM Program: Cowtan, K.D. & Main, P. Acta Cryst. (1993). D49, 148-157 



Identifying the Solvent Region

• Experimental and MR-phased maps usually contain some information 
about the boundary of the macromolecule

• SAD and SIR maps are the combination of the correct map (made with the 
correct phase choice) and noise (a map made with the incorrect phase choice)

• The envelope can be recovered by looking at the local standard deviation 
(the variance) of the electron density at each grid point in the map

• The standard deviation will be high in the macromolecular region and low in the 
solvent

Image from G. Taylor, Acta Cryst. D, 59, 1881-1890 (2003)



Non-crystallographic Symmetry

• The presence of multiple copies of the same molecule in the asymmetric unit 
provides additional information in phase improvement

• Electron density can be averaged to enforce the NCS relationship

• The similarity of the related regions can be used as an indicator of the success of phase 
improvement

• The relationship between molecules and the mask around them must be 
defined

• NCS is often referred to as proper (2-fold, 3-fold, 4-fold etc.) or improper (an arbitrary 
relationship between molecules

• NCS is quite common
Image from G. Taylor, Acta Cryst. D, 59, 1881-1890 (2003)



Determining NCS Relationships

• Non-crystallographic symmetry can typically be 
determined:

• From substructure sites

• From real space correlation searches

• From the MR solution

• From substructure sites:

• Expand heavy-atom sites within radius R of origin

• Make list of all pairs of sites, sorted by distance between sites 
d

• Choose any 3 HA sites forming a triangle ABC

• Find all other sets of 3 HA sites that form the same triangle

• If some exist (DEF) -> this might correspond to NCS

• If none exist then try another set of 3 HA sites

• Test the electron density for each possible NCS operator to 
see if they show some correlation
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Histogram Matching

• The electron density of macromolecules have fairly similar distributions 
(but are dependent on the type of molecule and the resolution)

• This information can be used to match the observed histogram of 
densities to an ideal histogram

• This is one of the most powerful constraints on the density (and hence in 
phase improvement)

• The histogram matching method is not unique to crystallography

• Used in many different image processing applications
Image from G. Taylor, Acta Cryst. D, 59, 1881-1890 (2003)



Classical Density Modification

• This approach works, but there is a bias problem

• The observed and modified phases (and amplitudes) are correlated – we used the 
observed phases to calculate the map that we modified to make the new phases

Calculate map with 
Fobs & P(αobs)

Calculate solvent mask 
(and NCS)

Apply real space 
constraints

Calculate Fcalc & P(αcalc) 
from modified map

Combine phases: 
P(αcomb) = P(αobs) . P(αcalc)

Calculate new map 
with Fobs & P(αcomb)

Termination criteria met: 
write Fobs & P(αcomb)



The γ-correction to reduce bias

• Solvent flattening is the multiplication 
of the original map with a mask

• This can be expressed in reciprocal 
space as a convolution of a reciprocal 
space mask function (G-function) 
with experimental structure factors

• A term in the G-function results in a 
component of the original map 
always being present in the modified 
map

• This component can be subtracted to 
minimize this bias term

• In practice the result is multiplication 
of the solvent density by a negative 
factor (flipping the solvent density)
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Density Modification (SAD Phases)

• Myoglobin, phasing from 1 Fe, solvent content=58%



Phase Extension with NCS

σA weighted map from MR solution density modified map (3-fold NCS)

• Sometimes high resolution native data are available in addition to the data from the 
phasing experiment

• Phases can be extended to higher resolution, especially in the presence of NCS

• Phase extension works because long-range relationships in the electron density (such 
as NCS) lead to short range relationships in reciprocal space. Determining the phases 
at a given resolution limit also generates some useful information about reflections at 
a slightly higher resolution.



Phase Extension
• Phases can be extended to higher resolution even without NCS

• Phase extension still works because long-range relationships in the electron density 
(such as the solvent region) lead to short range relationships in reciprocal space. 
Determining the phases at a given resolution limit also generates some useful 
information about reflections nearby in reciprocal space.

• The effect of the solvent is less powerful than NCS, but significant improvements in 
map quality can by obtained

Density modified map at 3Å Density modified map at 2Å



Bias Removal

• Model bias is a significant issue with molecular replacement phases

• The map looks like the input model

• By generating phases consistent with the observed amplitudes the bias 
can be reduced

Phasing from MR model (FOM=0.27), solvent content=58%

Before After



Recovery of Missing Information

• Model bias, noise and phase errors can contribute to missing 
features in the map

• Density modification can retrieve features (if they are not too 
weak)

Phasing from MR model (FOM=0.27), solvent content=58%

Before After



Improving Phase Improvement

•  The traditional phase improvement method has been used very 
successful to solve many structures. However, there are still 
some problems:

• Relative weights in phase combination

• When to terminate the procedure

• Unequal uncertainties in different parts of the map

• The traditional method has no way to measure the 
“correctness” of the modified map



Statistical Phase Improvement

• Principle: phase probability information from 
probability of the map and from experiment:

• P(φ )= Pmap probability(φ) Pexperiment(φ) 

• Phases that lead to a believable map are more 
probable than those that do not

• A believable map is a map that has…

• a relatively flat solvent region

• NCS (if appropriate)

• A distribution of densities like those of model 
proteins

• Method: 

• calculate how map probability varies with electron 
density ρ

• deduce how map probability varies with phase φ
• combine with experimental phase information



Map Probability Phasing

A function that is 
(relatively) flat far 
from the origin  

Function calculated from 
estimates of all structure 
factors but one (k)

Test each possible phase of 
structure factor k. P(φ) is 
high for phase that leads to 
flat region

Image from Tom Terwilliger, Los Alamos National Laboratory

• Test all possible phases φ for 
structure factor k (for each 
phase, calculate new map 
including k)

• Probability of phase φ 
estimated from agreement of 
map with expectations

• Phase probability of 
reflection k from map is 
independent of starting phase 
probability because reflection 
k is omitted from the map



Statistical Phase Improvement

Image from Tom Terwilliger, Los Alamos National Laboratory



Statistical Phase Improvement

• Prime-and-switch phasing (RESOLVE):

• Start with σA-weighted map

• Identify solvent region (or other features of map)

• Adjust the phases to maximize the likelihood of the map – without 
biasing towards the model phases

Image from Tom Terwilliger, Los Alamos National Laboratory



Starting From Random Phases

• GroEL, random phases (FOM=0.1), solvent content=60%

• 7-fold averaging using mask calculated from MR solution

• Starting high resolution limit=10Å, final=3.0Å, 170 modification steps



Starting from Random Phases

• The constraints imposed by the NCS are very powerful (there 
are very limited solutions for the phases)

Density for GroES Nucleotide in Active Site



Multi-crystal Averaging

• Using the information from multiple crystals can be very powerful:

• The different crystals sample the molecular transform in different places

• With many different crystals this approaches direct recovery of the molecular 
transform

• The application of the method is not straight forward

• Relationships between the different molecules need to be found
Image from G. Taylor, Acta Cryst. D, 
59, 1881-1890 (2003)

Bootstrap from 6Å to 2Å



Statistical Density Modification with Cross-Crystal Averaging

Crystal 1 (4 copies) Crystal 2 (2 copies)

Single crystal 
statistical density 

modification

Cross-crystal 
statistical density 

modification

Cell receptor at 3.5/3.7 Å. Data 
courtesy of J. Zhu
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